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OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION
 Sequence of questions when considering moving to open source:
 Why would we change?
 Can we change?
 R Foundation views
 FDA view

 How would we change?

 Conclusion
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WHY CHANGE?
 Training inefficiencies
 Recent graduates have more exposure to and experience with open-source
solutions (e.g., R) than with proprietary solutions (e.g., SAS)
 Training new employees on legacy systems could be wasteful if those legacy
systems are soon to be retired/replaced
 Cost considerations
 Hard to justify cost of proprietary software when open-source solution with
comparable functionality is readily available
 Excess reliance on a single solution puts us in a poor negotiating position
 When we started moving towards open source, our existing contract with
SAS scaled linearly with the number of desktop installations
 Use of server or cloud solutions was not widespread
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CAN WE CHANGE?
 Most frequent topic that comes up concerns compliance
 Often couched in terms of compliance with 21 CFR Part 11
 This section focuses on electronic records and electronic signatures
 Issue has been raised many times
 A few resources have been put together on the topic by the R Foundation
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R PROJECT VIEWS ON COMPLIANCE AND VALIDATION
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RELEVANT STATEMENT FROM FDA
 The uninitiated may feel that only commercial
statistical software systems could be accepted by FDA
 FDA has clearly stated that this is not the case
 Language such as that shown to the right can be helpful
in convincing non-specialists that other options are
viable
 “Thanks again Ted, looks like we have a green light. It’s
time we entered the 21st century and get rid of the
Model T.”
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HOW WOULD WE CHANGE?
PLAN
 Dispersed funding and governance structure meant that corporate-wide
edicts were not viable
 Encouragement rather than orders
 Privacy and data access concerns arose in a similar time frame
 Aligned on plan to move from desktop SAS, to server SAS, and then to
server R
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HOW WOULD WE CHANGE?
REALITY
 Newer rounds of contract negotiations with SAS include a flat fee for any
SAS usage (desktop or server) up to a certain number of users
 No benefit within the life of the contract for not utilizing all available licenses
 As cost was a major driver, less buy-in for change when no immediate cost
benefit
 Strong internal resistance (programmers and statisticians) from
experienced practitioners
 Pushed for new hires to use new tools; delay on movement away from SAS for
tenured colleagues
 Maintain intellectual capital of expert users

 Certain tasks (e.g., working with device data) work well in SAS; haven’t yet
developed competitive alternative
 If a newer hire needs to perform these tasks, end up using SAS

 Still proceeding with set up of R server solutions, but uphill battle for wide
voluntary adoption
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CONCLUSION
 Cost (in various forms) was the biggest driver for considering change
 Delayed nature of cost benefits has reduced interest in changing away from SAS

 Compliance fears about using open-source software were raised, but not found to be major
hurdle
 Larger issue was ensuring validation of novel R code in a high-profile project (Tarek’s discussion)

 Biggest challenge to date has been large, mature team that is change averse
 “Institutional inertia”
 May have additional opportunity to change minds with future roll-out of SAS Viya
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